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(Guitar). This cool, full-color poster shows the 40 most commonly used guitar chords with an actual photo for each! No student or
teaching studio should be without it! Also available: Guitar Theory (00695769) and Guitar Scales (00695768).
(Instructional). This method is designed for anyone just learning to play the Venova a fun, portable wind instrument with simple,
recorder-like fingerings and expressive sound like a saxophone. This easy-to-use beginner's guide serves as an introduction to the
Venova and its techniques, teaching you how to play with fun songs and video lessons! Songs include: Amazing Grace *
Edelweiss * Happy Birthday to You * Joy to the World * Londonderry Air * Mickey Mouse March * Moonlight Serenade * Ode to Joy
* Scarborough Fair * When the Saints Go Marching In * and more.
(Guitar Method). The Hal Leonard Guitar Method is designed for anyone just learning to play acoustic or electric guitar. It is based
on years of teaching guitar students of all ages, and it also reflects some of the best guitar teaching ideas from around the world.
This deluxe beginner edition for Book 1 includes the book, online access to 48 audio tracks and 85 minutes of video lessons, plus
an enclosed CD with audio tracks and a DVD with video lessons to go along with every lesson in the book. Bonus also includes a
full-color guitar chord poster!
Piano/Electronic Keyboard Instruction
The Hal Leonard Ukulele Method is designed for anyone just learning to play ukulele. This comprehensive and easy-to-use
beginner's guide by acclaimed performer and uke master Lil' Rev includes many fun songs of different styles to learn and play.
(Guitar Tab Method). The First and Only Beginning Guitar Method of Its Kind! This is the guitar method students and teachers
have been waiting for. Learn single notes with riffs like "Day Tripper" and "Crazy Train," power chords with classics by AC/DC and
the Who, strumming with songs from Neil Young and Nirvana, and much more. The method's unique, well-paced, and logical
teaching sequence will get students playing more easily than ever before, and music from popular artists like the Beatles, Jimi
Hendrix, and Led Zeppelin will keep them playing and having fun. Book 1 includes: parts of the guitar, easy-to-follow guitar
tablature, notes & riffs starting on the low E string, tempo & time signatures, understanding notes and rests, palm muting, vibrato,
power chords, open chords, strumming, slides and slurs, hammer-ons and pull-offs, many music styles, nearly 100 riffs and songs,
audio with demos of every example, and more!
(Guitar Method). This book uses real country songs to teach you the basics of rhythm and lead country guitar in the style of Chet
Atkins, James Burton, Albert Lee, Merle Travis, and many others. Lessons include: Chords, Scales and Licks * Common
Progressions and Riffs * Carter Style and Travis Picking * Steel Licks, String Bending and Vibrato * Standard Notation and
Tablature * and much more! Songs include: Could I Have This Dance * Green Green Grass of Home * I Fall to Pieces * Satin
Sheets * Yakety Sax * and more.
(Educational Piano Library). Piano Solos books feature original performance repertoire from 14 different composers. These inviting
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compositions provide ample reinforcement of skills and concepts learned in the corresponding level Piano Lessons books. The
outstanding variety of musical styles makes every solo an important piece in its own right exciting to both performer and listener.
Fully orchestrated accompaniments for every piece are avilable on CD or General MIDI disk. The CDs include both a practice and
a performance tempo for each piece. Click on the audio icon to hear a sample of "Latin Logic" by Bill Boyd from Piano Solos Book
4.
This volume contains 49 ear-training sessions, designed to develop the ability to recognize musical pitches. The sessions involve both
discussion in the book, and work with the CDs. With introductory information.
(Piano Method). Piano for Teens is a fun, easy course designed for young adults who want to learn how to play the piano or keyboard faster
than ever before. Popular songs like "All of Me," "Hallelujah," "Hello," "Roar," "Shake It Off," "We Will Rock You" and classical favorites like
Beethoven's "Fur Elise" all include clear instruction allowing students to progress and play each new song with confidence. The clean, simple
page layouts ensure that new concepts are clearly presented. Songs progress in a logical sequence so students can learn valuable musical
skills while playing music they want to learn.
(Bass Instruction). 500 expertly written bass lines, riffs and fills in a wide variety of musical genres are included in this comprehensive
collection to help players expand their bass vocabulary. The examples cover many tempos, keys and feels, and include easy bass lines for
beginners on up to advanced riffs for more experienced bassists all with high-quality, full band audio demonstration tracks. Incorporating
special techniques such as bends, chords, octaves, melodic runs and more, a huge assortment of practical ideas for practice and
performance are provided. Styles covered include blues, country, EDM, funk and R&B, jazz, metal, rock and pop, slap and world music.
Hal Leonard gutar method is designed for anyone just learning to play acoustic or electric guitar. It is based on years of teaching guitar
students of all ages, and it also reflects some of the best guitar teaching ideas from around the world. CD includes 46 full-band tracks for
demonstration or play along.
(Steel Pan). The Hal Leonard Steelpan Method is designed for anyone just learning to play the steelpan. This easy-to-use beginner's guide
takes you through the basics of the instrument and its technique. The accompanying audio includes demonstration tracks for all the examples
in the book. It covers: stance * holding the mallets * types of strokes * tone production and volume control * stickings * rolls * scales *
calypsos * many songs and exercises * basic music reading * steelpan anatomy and maintenance * steelpan history * and more.
(Piano Method). Here is a fun, easy course that teaches children how to improvise and play jazz piano faster than ever before. Kids will stay
motivated as they improvise on popular children's songs arranged in a jazz style, while the opportunity to play alongside video
accompaniments will inspire a love for performance. Every song seamlessly integrates a new improvisatory skill, systematically building upon
previous learning and enabling the student to progress with confidence. Including exclusive access to video tutorials, this book is the
definitive introduction to improvisation and jazz piano. The method can be used in combination with a teacher or parent. Topics covered
include: swing and syncopation * echo playing * call and response * rock and swing grooves * improvising on 1-5 notes * hearing chord
changes * 12-bar blues * and more.
(Fretted). Noted mandolinist/teacher Del Grosso has authored this excellent mandolin method that features great playable tunes in several
styles (bluegrass, country, folk, blues) in standard music notation and tab. Optional audio features play-along duets.
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(Bass Method). The Hal Leonard Bass Method is designed for anyone just learning to play electric bass. It is based on years of teaching bass
students of all ages, and it also reflects some of the best bass teaching ideas from around the world! The second edition has been totally
revised and features all new engravings and photos. The books have been updated to meet the needs of today's bass students by renowned
bassist and author Ed Friedland. Book 1 teaches: tuning, playing position; musical symbols; notes within the first five frets; common bass
lines, patterns and rhythms; rhythms through eighth notes; playing tips and techniques; more than 100 great songs, riffs and examples; and
more!

(Instructional). The Hal Leonard Bagpipe Method is designed for anyone just learning to play the Great Highland bagpipes. This
comprehensive and easy-to-use beginner's guide serves as an introduction to the bagpipe chanter. The accompanying DVD
includes video lessons with demonstrations of all the examples in the book! Lessons include: the practice chanter, the Great
Highland Bagpipe scale, bagpipe notation, proper technique, grace-noting, embellishments, playing and practice tips, traditional
tunes, buying a bagpipe, and much more!
(Guitar Method). Book 2 continues the instruction started in Book 1 and covers: Am, Dm, A, E, F and B7 chords; power chords;
fingerstyle guitar; syncopations, dotted rhythms, and triplets; Carter style solos; bass runs; pentatonic scales; improvising;
tablature; 92 great songs, riffs and examples; notes in first and second position; and more!
(Big Note Songbook). The revised 6th edition of this big-note bestseller features 70 all-time favorites: All the Things You Are *
Body and Soul * Candle in the Wind * Edelweiss * Fly Me to the Moon * Georgia on My Mind * Imagine * The Lady Is a Tramp * My
Way * Memory * Tears in Heaven * many more!
Miscellaneous Percussion Music - Mixed Levels
Score
Beginner Guitar Instruction
(Book). Here's the most contemporary music dictionary on the market! Conveniently divided into three main sections: The
Dictionary of Music Terms defines over 2,000 music terms concisely, including notation and theory terms, instruments and terms
used in pop music, electronic music and the music business; The Dictionary of Musicians provides more than 400 capsule
biographies of composers and other musicians; and Reference Charts give instant, at-a-glance summaries of the essentials of
music, encompassing instrumental and vocal ranges, notation signs and symbols, and scales, modes and key signatures.
Guitar Method

(Pipa). The Hal Leonard Chinese Pipa Method is designed for anyone just learning to play the pipa. This comprehensive
and easy-to-use beginner's guide serves as an introduction to the Chinese pipa and its techniques. The accompanying
video lessons feature demonstrations of examples and exercises throughout the book. Lessons include: About the Pipa;
Tuning; Western & Chinese notation basics; Left and right hand techniques; Positions; Tremolo; Bending; Vibrato and
overtones; Classical Pipa repertoire; Popular Chinese folk tunes; much more!
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(Fretted). Learn to play chords on the ukulele with this comprehensive, yet easy-to-use book. The Ukulele Chord Finder
contains more than a thousand chord diagrams for the most important 28 chord types, including three voicings for each
chord. Also includes a lesson on chord construction and a fingerboard chart of the ukulele neck!
Guitarskole.
Folk/Country Guitar/Fretted Instrument Solos
(Educational Piano Library). This handy reference for beginning students clearly shows the note names and the note
positions on the treble and bass clefs. The front of the guide fits behind all 88 keys of any piano, and the back of the
guide is a practice keyboard.
Bass Method
(Educational Piano Library). Piano Solos books feature original performance repertoire from 14 different composers.
These inviting compositions provide ample reinforcement of skills and concepts learned in the corresponding level Piano
Lessons books. The outstanding variety of musical styles makes every solo an important piece in its own right exciting to
both performer and listener. Fully orchestrated accompaniments for every piece are avilable on CD or General MIDI disk.
The CDs include both a practice and a performance tempo for each piece. Click on the audio icon to hear a sample of
"Snow Crystals" by Jennifer Linn from Piano Solos Book 5 .
Piano/Keyboard Methods/Series
Ukelele Instruction
Real Jazz Classics Fake BookHal Leonard Corporation
(Instructional). Perfect pitch also called absolute pitch has been a source of endless fascination for hundreds of years. The ability
to recognize musical tones with no reference is often viewed as a kind of magical power, a gift that only a select few musicians are
born with, a skill that cannot be learned. But perfect pitch is largely a misunderstood phenomenon. The Hal Leonard Perfect Pitch
Method is designed to help you develop a sense of perfect pitch. In the process, your overall musicianship will benefit and you'll
start listening to music on a deeper level and getting more satisfaction from it. At the heart of this book is a series of 49 ear-training
sessions, one per day for seven weeks, using the included CDs or the online audio. Many of the lessons include three separate
drills. You can do just one and save the others for later, or all three at the same time. Take your time, advancing to the next
session only when you're satisfied with your results on the previous session. Pretty soon, you'll notice a marked improvement in
your pitch acuity! Online audio is accessed at halleonard.com/mylibrary
(Guitar Method). Learn to play rhythm and lead rock guitar with the step-by-step lessons and 70 great rock songs in this book/CD
pack! The Hal Leonard Rock Guitar Method is your complete guide to learning rock guitar. This book uses real rock songs no
corny rock arrangements of nursery rhymes here! to teach you the basics of rhythm and lead rock guitar in the style of Eric
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Clapton, the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, and many others. Lessons include power chords, riffs, scales, licks, string bending,
vibrato, hammer-ons and pull-offs, and slides, to name a few. Each chapter concludes with a jam session, which enables you to
jam along to such rock classics as Wild Thing, Crossroads, and Takin' Care of Business.
Following the success of The Hal Leonard Real Jazz Standards Fake Book comes The Hal Leonard Real Jazz Classics Fake
Book. This collection features the same great "hand-written"-style engravings, alternate harmonizations, and nearly 380 more
classic jazz hits, including: Airegin * All Blues * Bag's Groove * Billie's Blues * Birdland * Blue in Green * Boplicity (Be Bop Lives) *
Budo * The Champ * Chelsea Bridge * Con Alma * Django * Epistrophy * Fine and Mellow * Freddie Freeloader * Giant Steps * In
Walked Bud * Israel * Jeru * Lemon Drop * Lester Left Town * Line for Lyons * Maiden Voyage * Miles * Nardis * Nuages * On
Green Dolphin Street * Parisian Thoroughfare * Passion Flower * Peel Me a Grape * Red Clay * Robbin's Nest * Ruby, My Dear *
Seven Come Eleven * Sidewinder * So What * Song for Helen * Take Five * Time Remembered * Trouble Is a Man * Turn Out the
Stars * Waltz for Debby * Watermelon Man * Work Song * You Better Go Now * and more. The table of contents lists all of the
songs and the artists who popularized them.
(Ocarina). The Hal Leonard Ocarina Method is a comprehensive, easy-to-use beginner's guide, designed for anyone just learning
to play the ocarina. Inside you'll find loads of techniques, tips and fun songs to learn and play. The accompanying online video,
featuring author Cris Gale, provides further instruction as well as demonstrations of the music in the book. Topics covered include:
a history of the ocarina * types of ocarinas * breathing and articulation * note names and key signatures * meter signatures and
rhythmic notation * fingering charts * many classic folksongs * and more.
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